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Background
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Extinction of experience

• Connection with Nature
Provides good effects for the physical and mental 

health and well-being

Encourages the deeper understanding on 
biodiversity and pro-environmental behavior

• A Growing Disconnection from Nature
This is observed especially in developed countries

(Kals et al., 1999; Miller, James R., 2005; Cheng and Monroe, 2010)
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Science-policy interface

“as social processes which encompass relations 
between scientists and other actors in the policy 
process, and which allow for exchanges, co-evolution, 
and joint construction of knowledge with the aim of 
enriching decision-making”

Koetz, T., Bridgewater, P., van den Hove, S., Siebenhüner, B. (2008) 
The role of the Subsidiary Body on Scientific, Technical and 
Technological Advice to the Convention on Biological Diversity as 
science-policy interface. Environmental Science and Policy 2: 505-
516



Citizen science in Japan: 
Historical background
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• In 9th century, data of cherry blossom was collected to 
make poems, Waka (timing of bloom, color, location, 
etc). 

（Aono and Kazui, 2008）

• Historical records of nature in Japan can be utilized to 
understand the status of nature in ancient era.

（Primack et al., 2009）

Data collection by citizens in ancient era
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• In early 20th century, survey on environmental 
pollution was conducted by citizens

• Surveys was conducted to identify the health damage 
of Minamata disease （Yoshimoto, 2001; Yuki, 2001）

• Citizens tried to find countermeasures against 
environmental pollution, considering the collected data

History of citizen science in Japan:

Data collection of environmental pollution
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• The first monitoring of biodiversity focused on oviposition of sea 
turtle （Kamezaki and Matsui, 1997）

• In recent years, educational activities are paid attention by 
general public

• Citizens’ activities started in regional scale are often expanding to 
nationwide scale. (ex monitoring of bee honey, flog, butterfly, bird 
etc.)

Examples of activities:

• Data collected by citizens has been used to investigate the impact 
of global warming on ecosystem systems （Kobori et al., 2011）

• Observation of Japanese native dandelion has been carried out as 
long-term citizen participation project

Current citizen science in Japan:

Biodiversity monitoring
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Number of publication by citizen science projects 
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Data source: Komatsu (2016)
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Volunteer activity in Forest and 

forest policy in Japan:

Potential of citizen science
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Volunteer activity in Forest in Japan

Citizen
Volunteer activities:

(Potential activates of 
citizen science)

Administration

Forester
Forest association

Volunteer 
group

Volunteer 
group

Volunteer 
group

Participation

Participation

Participation

Collaboration

Corporation

Collaboration

Support

Participation

Network of group

Recommendations, 
protests and 
cooperation

Source: Yamamoto (2000)

Several pass ways to participate in the activities of forest managements 
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Volunteer activity in national forest

• The partnership agreements between governments 
and local stakeholders can be established to facilitate 
citizens’ participation in forest managements

• There are 6 types volunteer activity in national forest 
by purposes listed below

1. Communication

2. Disaster risk reduction

3. Cultural conservation

4. Environmental education

5. Forest conservation

6. Other
14



Historical change of national forest policy in Japan 

Forest and Forestry Basic ActForestry Basic Act

Development of forestry
Production expansion
Status improvement of forestry worker 

Utilization of Multifunctionality of forest  

Sustainable development of forestry

Creation of demand of timber

Policy direction Policy direction

 Basic plan of forest resource use
 Development of forestry
 Expansion afforestation 
 Modernization of forest management 

 Maintenance of functions of forest
 Promotion of wood use

Promotion of citizen 
volunteers

 Promotion of the timber industry
 Promotion of settlement in 

mountainous village area

After 2001Before 2001
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Forest policy to promote citizen science in local level

Local Government
Prefectural level 

National Government  

Adoption of Forest policy to promote citizen science 
in local prefecture level

Forest and Forestry Basic Act

Factors

Political Factor
Environmental Factor
Economical Factor 
Policy Diffusion Factor  
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0.1 1.0 10.0

Neighboring adoptions

Regional adoption ratio

Forestry output 

Financial power index

Forest ratio

Governor's attributes(LBP)

Governor's attributes(Non LBP)

Governor's election vote rate

Factors which can increase

probability of adoption new policy

Factors which can Decease 

probability of adoption new policy

Factors of policy adoption
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Citizen Science and citizen participation:
Conclusion   

1. Potential of citizen science in Japan is not utilized 
because of the lack of supports from society

2. Human resources to conduct analysis of collected 
data are needed

3. Recent forest policy tries to facilitate citizen science 
and their participation

4. Collaboration between neighboring prefectures can 
be effective to adoption of relevant local policies
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Thank you !

Ryo Kohsaka:

kohsaka@hotmail.com

Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/kohsaka.jp
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